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Instructions: 
   i) Part A is compulsory Question for 20 marks. 
   ii) Part B consists of five questions with “either” “or” pattern. The student has to answer any   
        one. However students have to answer five questions from Part B (numbered from 2 to 6) 
 

PART - A 
(Answer all sub questions) 

                5 × 4 marks = 20 
 

1.a) Describe the production system facilities. 
   b) Give the uses of conveyors in material handling. 
   c) Describe in-line automated assembly system. 
   d) What is rotary indexing mechanism? 
   e) What is the role of inspection and Testing?   
 
 

PART - B 
               5 × 8 marks = 40 

Answer either “a” or “b” from each question 
 
 
2.a) i) Explain the need of automation and explain its impact on quality and cost of 
 production. 
      ii) What are the strategies to be adopted for automation? 

OR 
   b) i) Describe Product quantity and product variety and selection of production 
 systems. 
    ii) What are the basic elements of automated system? 
 
3.a) i) What are the various types of conveyors used in Automated material handling? 
      ii) How the strategies be considered to organize stock in storage systems. 

OR 
   b) i) Differentiate between conventional and automated storage systems used in 
 practice. 
   ii) What are the various methods employed in parts identification to store and 
 retrieve as per the need? 
 
4.a) i) How the work transport is done between the stations in production system? 
     ii) How the manufacturing systems are classified and explain about single-station 
 automated cell? 

OR 
   b) i) Describe about the importance of manual assembly line and explain about 
 Assembly Workstations. 
      ii) Differentiate between manual and mechanized work-transport systems used in 
 manual assembly line. 
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5.a) i) How the part-families are grouped to have effective manufacturing and 
 measuring? 
     ii) How the parts classification and coding is done in opitz system? 

OR 
   b) i) What are the different layouts employed in Flexible manufacturing and explain 
 about linear transfer system of FMS? 
    ii) What are the benefits of FMS and explain about the difficulties in planning and 
 implementation of FMS? 
 
6.a) i) What are the advantages of Automated inspection over conventional inspection. 
        ii) What are the various contact systems used in the automated inspection? 

OR 
   b) i) What are the various methods of computer aided process planning and explain 
 about Generative type process-planning? 
    ii) How the concurrent Engineering reduces manufacturing lead time and cost of 
 production.  
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